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We ventured the opinion last week that the 880-920 range, which had contained the Dow since 

the first upsurge of the "Nixon Rally", might well hold. The hazards of short-term forecasting were 
I-+~once-again~proven-as;-in-''l'hursdays~and'i'rlday's'trauing;-the·Dow'brok'e"iafrly-decisively below-I-

that area. Meanwhile, the less-than-buoyant action of the equity market has been accompanied 
by screams of anguish from a number of analysts who argue that the market shouldn't be going 
cbwn, because after all the economic outlook for 1972 is so excellent. 

We have tried to lay to rest in the past the myth that economics determine stock prices. In 
the present instance, es pecially, complex forces are at work centering around the supply of and 
the demand for equities. Without going into details here, suffice it to say that the figures are 
less than encouraging and are totally consistent with a market behaving the way this one has 
since last April. 

We will confess, ourselves, to a certain optimism in that we do not see the risk from current 
levels as being all that great. In terms of the Dow, the most plausible downside objective is 
centered around the 850-835 area. Moreover, a great many stocks continue to possess excellent 
technical patterns, suggesting that the necessary downside leadership for a full-scale bear 
market is not yet, at least, present. Nonetheless, with the aforementioned good technical pattern; 
now constituting a minority, selection will probably be the key to preservation of capital. We are 
continuing below our review of individual groups, highlighting above-average patterns where 
they exist. 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT - This is one of the more interesting groups at the current time, based 
both on relative action and ultimate upside potential of the indiVidual stocks. General Electric 

- --<6l)-and-W-es-tinghousec(-9m-have~both-m0ved~lYshar-ply-sL.~~ _, uW<,J v< Lue ,yea., UUL-m 

both cases, higher levels are indicated. I-T-E Imperial (35), Square D Company (29) and Sola 
Basic Industries (17) all have upside objectives considerably above current levels. 
ELECTRONICS - There is no discernable group trend. Hewlett-Packard Co. (44) has shown good 
relative action and could be attractive for risk accounts. 
FARM EQUIPMENT- Deere & Co. (46) is the only issue in the group with an above-average pattern, 
having strong support in the 45-40 range and an upside objective well above current levels. 
FOODS - Most canned food producers such as Campbell Soup Co. (31), H. r. Heinz Co. (42) and 
Del Monte Corp. (25) have only neutral patterns and appear uninteresting as capital gains 
vehicles. In the dairy area, Pet Inc. (44) has an upside objective of 70 and support at 42-40 
Swift & Co. (38) continues to be our favorite issue in the meat-packing area. 
INSTALLMENT FINANCING - This is a generally defensive group which, nonetheless, has been 
showing above-average relative action and where most of the companies have large potential 
base formations. We think, therefore, that selected issues are attractive both for the conserva
tive and the more aggressive investor. We are inclined to favor C. I. T. Financial (48) with an up
side objective of 60 followed by higher levels and Beneficial Corp.(6:1) with an initial price 
target of 86. 
LIQUOR - Action has been only average and we see no particular attraction in the group at this 
time. 
MACHINERY - Makers-of heavy-machinery should 'benefit'in'any "incre-ase 'tn'capit,H 'expenditures"" 
next year, and technical patterns tend to reflect this. We have mentioned Joy Manufacturing (58) 
favorably in this letter in the past and would suggest continued retention of this issue. Ingersoll
Rand Co. (54) has a price target in the mid 70's. 
MACHINE TOOLS - Technical patterns on this group are still somewhat uncertain and we would 
prefer, in most instances, to avoid commitments until such time as they clarify. 
MOTION PICTURES - Group action has been distorted by the sharp move in Walt Disney Product
ions (98) earlier this year. This issue appears, at best, fully priced at the present time, and the 
technical patterns of the other stocks in the group are generally desultory . 
OFFICE EQUIPMENT-Burroughs Corporation (136),with a long-term price target above 200 and 
strong support in the entire 130-120 area, continues to be our favorite commitment in this group. 
We would be inclined to suggest avoidance of the other major issues. 
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